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Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group over a field of non-zero 
characteristic p, with a maximal torus T. On G we have the Frobenius 
endomorphism F induced by the pth power map on the underlying field. 
The (scheme-theoretic) kernel of F is the first Frobenius kernel G,, and the 
inverse image of T under F is the “Frobenius subgroup” G, T. The purpose 
of this paper is to study certain questions in the (rational) representation 
theory of G, T. 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G which contains T. In [6], Cline, 
Parshall, and Scott obtained a result which describes the functor “induc- 
tion from B to G” as the composite of functors of the form “induction from 
B to a minimal parabolic subgroup P” over a sequence of minimal 
parabolics coming from a given reduced expression of the long word in the 
Weyl group. In Section 5, we obtain the analogous result for G, T. 
In Section 6, we develop a theory of intertwines for a certain class of 
G, T-modules. This gives a direct proof of an extended strong linkage 
principle for G, T, independent of the strong linkage principle for G. 
(Originally, Jantzen [17] proved that strong linkage for G, T, and more 
generally for G, T, n > 1, follows from the strong linkage principle for G. 1 
Recently we have applied this method to give a new proof of an extended 
strong linkage principle for G; see [ 121. 
From the results of Section 5 we can write down a formula for the image 
of one of the intertwines in our class of modules. (This also follows from 
results of Jantzen [16, 171.) Composing the intertwines in question, 
relative to the class of modules corresponding to a given character of T, 
gives a map whose image is the irreducible G, T-module of that highest 
weight. In case the character is a restricted dominant character, the image 
coincides with the irreducible G-module of that highest weight, by a result 
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of C. W. Curtis. We get from this (in Section 7) an upper bound on the 
weight space dimensions for that irreducible module, in terms of a 
p-variant of Kostant’s partition function. 
1. NOTATION 
Let G be a connected, simply-connected, semisimple algebraic group 
over an algebraically closed field k of non-zero characteristic p. T is a maxi- 
mal torus of G. We assume that G, T are defined and split over the prime 
field of k, B is a Bore1 subgroup of G which contains T, W is the Weyl 
group, R the root system, and X(T) the group of characters on T. The 
negative roots R- in R are chosen to correspond to B. S is the base of 
simple roots in the positive roots R+ = -R-. Let ( , ) be a W-invariant 
inner product on X(T) @ !FL For a root c(, a ” = 24(1x, a) is the co-root of 
CI, and s, the reflection across the codimension one hyperplane H, = a1 
(the orthogonal complement to a). For a E R, v E X(T) 0 [w, s,(v) = 
v- (a”, v) IX. For w E W, Z(w) is its length; u10 is the unique longest 
element in W, and its length equals N, the number of positive roots. The 
half sum of the positive roots is denoted by p. As usual, X(T) is ordered 
by setting ,u < 1 if and only if A-p can be written as a non-negative 
integral linear combination of positive roots. 
The dot action of W on X(T) is defined by w. ,I= w(1 + p) - p, for all 
w E W, ;1 E X( T). For a E R, s; is the reflection across the aftine hyperplane 
H, = --p + H,. For n E Z, a E R, set s,,,~ = s, + npa and s=,,~. = s; + npa; 
these are the respective reflections across the afhne hyperplanes Hor,nP = 
H, + npa and Hcr,np = H, + npcc. 
For integers m, n with m <n, [m, n] is the interval of integers x such 
that m<x<n. For an integer x, resto,p-I,x (resp., rest,,,,x) is the 
element of [0, p - 1 ] (resp., [ 1, p] ) which IS congruent to x modulo p. For 
a E R, we will need the operators of reflection across the nearest lower 
hyperplane, denoted by s,,, and s,,, ., which by definition act on a weight 
A via 
The set X(T)+ of dominant weights and the set X,(T) of restricted 
weights are defined by 
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X(T)+ = (IEX(T)) O< (a”, A), for all simple roots CI}, 
X,(T)= {ad(T) 1 o< (aV, 1> < p, for ail simple roots tl>. 
Any weight 2 can be expressed uniquely in the form A”+p/i’, for ii” 
restricted and A’ E X(T). Upper indices 0 and 1 on a weight shall always 
have that meaning. 
By a module for an algebraic group we always mean a rational module. 
When V is a T-module and p a weight, VP denotes the T-eigenspace of 
eigencharacter ,LL, and if V is finite-dimensional, its formal character is by 
definition 
ch V= 1 (dim, Vi’) e@“, 
PEWi-) 
where (#),,,(,) is the canonical basis for the integral group ring Z[X( T)]. 
The Weyl group acts on z[X(T)] by IV(C a,e’) =C aweH@), for ~I’E IV, 
a,, E Z. Let H[X( T)] “’ denote the corresponding algebra of invariants. 
For a B-module E, E 1 g will denote the corresponding induced 
G-module, which is also typically denoted Ho(E), due to its identification 
with the global sections of the vector bundle that E induces on the 
homogeneous pace G/B. Since any 2 E X( T) extends uniquely to a charac- 
ter on 8, we can form Ho(n) = 11 g. Ho(n) is non-zero precisely when 1 is 
dominant, in which case it has irreducible socle, denoted L(1); in that way 
all irreducible G-modules are constructed. For dominant 2, ch H”(n) and 
ch I.(A) are elements of Z[X(T)] ? 
2. FROBENIUS SUBGROUPS 
Regarding the Frobenius map on G (induced by the pth power map on 
its ring of functions) as a homomorphism of group schemes, let G, be its 
kernel and G, T the inverse image of T. Replacing G by B or any parabolic 
subgroup P of G, we have in the same way B,, B, T, PI, P, T. Any of these 
non-reduced group schemes will be what we mean by a Frobenius subgroup 
of G. We shall recall some basic facts about the representation theory of 
such groups, for which the reader can consult [7, 8, 15-171. 
For a B, T-module E, write Z,(E) = E 1 g’: for the corresponding induced 
G, T-module. As G, T/B, Tz G,/B, is aft&e, 2, is an exact fun&or [S]. In 
particular, for any AeX(T), there is the module Z,(n) =,I/:;:, which has 
an irreducible socle, denoted L,(A); in that way all the irreducible 
G, T-modules are constructed. For 1 E X(T), L,(A) is a multiplicity one 
composition factor of Z,(1). For ill X( T), Z,(A) z Z,(A”)@pl’ and 
L*(A) E L,(l’)@pA’. By a theorem of C. W. Curtis, Ll(Ao) = L(2.O); i.e., an 
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irreducible G-module of restricted highest weight remains irreducible upon 
restriction to G, T. 
Given an automorphism cr of G, T and a Gi T-module V, the action of 
G1 T on V may be twisted by composing with c to make V into another 
G, T-module “V. Recall that Ws’N,(T)/T. For WE W, let cr, be an inner 
automorphism on G arising from conjugation by w-i. Of course (I,, 
depends on choosing a representative for w from N,(T). Set “B = wBM-‘, 
the Bore1 subgroup of G corresponding to the root set W(K). (T,,, maps ‘“B 
to B, G, T to itself, and “‘B, T to B, T. For a G, T-module V, set “‘V= ““V, 
and for a B, T-module E, set “E = ““E, a ‘\‘BI T-module. “V and ‘“E depend, 
up to isomorphism, only on w and not on a choice of representative for w. 
For MI E W and a “B, T-module E, set Z,%.(E) = El $TT. (This notation is 
compatible with our earlier notation when W= 1.) 
(2.1) LEMMA. For NJ E W, “‘Z,(E) z Z,.( ‘“E), for any B, T-module E. 
In particular, for 3, E X(T), ‘“Z,(A) z Z,,,(W(A)) for all WE W. 
3. DUALITY 
The purpose of this section is to formulate the notion of the transpose 
dual for the category of G, T-modules. This notion of duality, previously 
defined for G-modules in [lo], is closely allied with the idea of contra- 
variant form introduced in [18] (see [2, p. 5151). 
If cr is any automorphism of G which maps a closed subgroup H to itself, 
then for any H-module E, 
“(Elm) s WIG,, (3.1) 
where again the superscript 0 denotes twisting the module structure by 
composing with cr. This applies in particular to the case H = B and (r = Z, 
the automorphism of G corresponding to the root system automorphism 
which sends a root CI to -w,(a). Note that Z(t) = t.,tC’~;’ for all t E T. 
Given any anti-automorphism z of G, we can make the dual space 
Hom,( V, k) of a G-module V into another G-module V” by defining 
(gf)(v) = f(z(g)v) for all VE V, gE G, and f EHom,(V, k). If z = *, the 
inversion map on G, we get the usual contragredient dual V* in this way. 
If we choose z as the transpose map tr = IO c,,,~ 0 *, we get the transpose 
dual P, which is often a more convenient duality operation, mainly 
because the transpose map fixes T pointwise and so ch Vtr = ch V. For the 
purpose of forming Vtr, the composite of the maps Z, cwO, and * may be 
taken in any order. (It is evident that * commutes with Z and a,,,,,; 
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moreover, it is easy to see that I and ‘T, commute modulo a choice of 
representative for We.) For G-modules I’, “‘Yz V for all WE W; hence 
I”’ z IV*. From (3.1) it follows that, for any B-module E, 
HO(E)% HO(‘E)*. (3.2) 
(Combining this with Serre duality shows, as in [lo], that for 1 E X(T) +) 
H”(lL)t’z P(W,. A).) 
The above discussion carries over to G, T-modules, as 1, c,~.~, and + all 
send G, T to itself. However, unlike the situation for G-modules, it is not 
true in general for w E W and a G, T-module Y that “Vr V. Moreover, 
I( “‘B) = “‘Ow’“oB. It follows that, for a “‘B, T-module E, (3.2) takes the form 
ZJ E),, 2 ‘?z,,,o,l , ,‘,( ‘E) *~ (3.3) 
For a B, T-module E, according to [S, 1.3.11, there is a Serre duality for 
G, T: 
Z,(E)*gZZ,(E*@2(p-1)~). (34) 
Combining Lemma (2.1), and Eqs. (3.3), and (3.4), we conclude the 
following. 
(3.5) LEMMA. For J.EX(T), we W, Z,.(,I)“z Z,,,JA + 2(p- 1) two(p)). 
Pt-OC7fi 
z,,,(Ayr z ‘“OZ H’I)WwO( - l~vo(~ 1) * by Eq. (3.3), 
- “O( ‘~‘O”‘“OZI ( - w. I*> ~1 w0 M’o( ;1) ) * = by Lemma (2.1), 
~““Oz,(wo’“~I(l)t2(p- 1)p) = by Eq. (3.4), 
2 z,*.,,,,(n +2(p - l) wl~~o(p)) by Lemma (2.1). 
4. SEMISIMPLE RANK ONE 
Let 01 be a root. By analogy with Demazure’s operator [9], 
&4= 
2.4 - epas,(u) 
l-ep” ? 
we introduce the operator which operates on elements u of Z[X(T)] by 
481/125/Z-6 
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For m E Z, we shall also need the element of A?) of Z[X( T)], 
p=l-e-“* 
l-e-” 
=l+ep”+e-*“+ . . . +e-Cm-l)m, 
which operates on Z[X( T)] by multiplication. Observe that, for 1 E X( T), 
we have the equalities, where s= (cI”, A) and r=resr,,P_,,(a”, A), 
AE(e”) = LIZ+ ‘)eA, AA = AC+ l’e”. 
Now assume CI E S. Set P= P,, the corresponding minimal parabolic 
subgroup of G with positive root CC, and set 
zw,=Elg, z:p’)=E’If&, 
for a B, T-module E and a SUBl T-module E’. The following facts can be 
deduced in a number of ways (for example, one way of deducing (4.3) and 
(4.6) is by applying the principles of [ll, Section 41 to the known 
representation theory of SL,). We have 
chZ”;(~)=e”+eA-*+ . . . +&(Pp*)cr=d$)eA, (4-I ) 
for any I E X(T). It follows that for any finite-dimensional B, T-module E, 
ch Z;(E) = A?’ ch E. (4.2) 
Write L”;(A) for the (irreducible) socle of Z;(A). 
IfresCo,p-lII ( CI ” ,A + p ) # 0, Z;(A) has exactly two composi- 
tion factors, L”;(I) and L”;(s,, . A); otherwise, Z:(A) = L”;(A) (4.3) 
is irreducible, and A= s,,, . A. 
The discussion of duality in Section 3 easily carries over to the present 
situation, where for any 1 E X( T), 
z;(nyrE zp- (p - l)a). (4.4) 
Since Zym(A - (p - 1)~) has the same composition factors as Z;(A), but 
in reverse lattice order, its socle equals Ly(s,, . A), its head equals L”;(A), 
and there is a unique (up to scalar multiple) non-zero P, T-homomorphism 
VP- (I 3 which fits into the exact sequence of P, T-modules 
““-z;(n)% zp- (p- 1),)X z;(n)3 zq(s,* -2). (4.5) 
The P, T-homomorphisms cp,’ and I@= are uniquely determined by cp;, 
up to scalar multiple. In case resroP-,,(cI”,Iz+p)=O, cp; is an 
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isomorphism and ‘p,+ = $, =O; otherwise, all the maps are non-zero. In 
either case, the image of VP, is L;(A), and 
ch(im cp;) =cA + e”-x + . . . + ~JP(~) = A:(~;.). (4.0 j
5. INDUCED MODULES AND CHARACTER FORMULAS 
Let {x,: CI E R), {h,: p E S} be a Chevalley basis for the Lie algebra over 
C with the same root system as G, % its universal enveloping algebra, and 
J&z the Kostant Z-form. The hyperalgebra by(G) of G may be identified 
with the algebra 4& = d4YZ @k. For non-negative integers m, n, and for c! E R, 
/!I E S, set 
X .,,=(x”,/n!)Ol, 
Then a basis for %!k consists of the elements 
where the products are all taken in some (arbitrary) fixed order. A basis for 
hy(G1 T) is obtained by restricting n(cr) <p, for all CI E R; similarly, a basis 
for hy(P, T) is obtained for any parabolic subgroup P of G by restricting 
n(cc) < p, for all c( E R, and requiring n(a) = 0, for those roots of G which are 
not roots of P. 
Fix now a reduced expression sB,sB2..  sBN for the longest Weyl group 
element LV,,. For 1 d i< N, set C(~ = sg, . . . sa,_,(Pj). Then the set of positive 
roots R+ equals {I%~) CI>, . .. . LX~}, and, for 1 < i < N, 
Consequently, s,, . . . s,,-,s,! = sB,sB,-, . . . s8,, for 1 d i 6 N, and, in particular, 
s . . . Xl s WN- ISW = SQp&, . . . s&q, =wo. 
For 1 d i< N, set txN+ i= -txi, so that {a,,+ 1, . . . . aZNj = R-, For 
O<i<2N, set yi=s s a, Xi-,“’ a,’ s . then ~~=y~,~=l and J,~=H+,. For 
0 < i < 2N, set R(i) = yi(R-), a system of negative roots in R, correspond- 
ing to a Bore1 subgroup B(i) of G. For 0 < i < N, we have 
R(i) = (a,, . . . . CX-~, cti, -xi+ I, . . . . -a,,,) = -R(N+ ij‘ 
For I< id 2N, let P(i) be the parabolic subgroup of G with roots 
R( i - 1) u R(i). We note for future reference that CL~ is a simple positive root 
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relative to negative root set R(i- l), that R(i)=s,R(i- l), and that 
B(i) = ““iB( i - 1). 
(5.1) LEMMA. We have the following isomorphism as left hy( P(N), T)- 
module or right hy(P( 1)r T)-module: 
WG, T) g WPtNh T) 0 hy(P(N- 1)r T)... @ WPtl), 0 
hY(B(N- 1hj-3 MB(l)1 U 
Proof. The right hand side has a basis consisting of tensors in the form 
where n(u) <p, for all roots CI. The result follows. 
(5.2) THEOREM. For any B, T-module E, 
(a) Z,(E) = El::; z EI~$;~..- I~~~I:~;FI’,~“,‘~~,,., as P(N)lT- 
modules. 
(b) If E isfinite-dimensional, ch Z,(E) = A~)...A~!,AixpN) ch E. 
Prooj As (b) follows from (a) and (4.2), we have only to prove (a). 
According to [ 8, Remark (1.4)], 
Z,(E)* = (El;;;)* 2 hy(G, T) @ E*, 
MB1 T) 
with the same formula holding if G is replaced by any of its parabolic 
subgroups. Combining this with Lemma (5.1) shows that 
whence the result. 
(5.3) Remarks. (1) Part (a) of Theorem (5.2) is the analogue for G, T 
of [6, Theorem 3.11. 
(2) Part (b) is the analogue for G, T of Demazure’s character 
formula [9]. (See also [3] and [S, (1.3.2)]). 
By shifting the underlying Bore1 subgroup from B to B(i), we get the 
following version of Theorem (5.2). 
(5.4) THEOREM. For 1 < i < N, and an)’ B(i), T-module E, 
(a) Z,,(E) = El:;.& g El:{it$)lT... IP(i+N~l)IT )p(i+NkT 
B(lfN 2),T B(r+N l),P US 
P( i + N) 1 T-modules. 
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(b) If E is finite-dimensional, ch ZJEj = A!!;, ..I A(pi,A!$L ... 
Atp) ch E, UN 
We also will need the following result, which can be shown by an 
argument similar to that used in proving Theorem (5.2). We leave the 
details to the reader. 
6. A Loop OF INTERTWNINGS 
In this section we construct a collection of twisted induced G, T-modules 
with the same character, and establish certain mapping properties relative 
to those modules. The results are analogous to the results of [lo, 
Section 31 (see also [4]) for the generic higher cohomology modules of 
line bundles on G/B. Unlike most of the results in this paper, Theorem 
(6.4) and its Corollary (6.7) do not immediately generalize to G,T, for 
n> 1. 
TheSteinbergmoduZeisSt=L((p-l)p)=Ho((p-l)p)=Z,((p-l)pj. 
From Theorem (5.2)(b) it follows for all ;1, VEX that ch Z,(A) = 
eiPP ch Zr(p); in particular, 
ch Z,(J) = ei.--(P-i)P ch St. 
The extremai weights of St are the weights in the Weyl group orbit 
lV( p - 1)~ of its highest weight (p - 1)~. We define the extremal weights 
of Z,(L) to be the weights in the set &((p-l)p)+ W((p- l)p), i.e., 
weights in the form 2 + (p - 1))~. 0, where NJ .O = n(p) - p, for all up E M? 
(6.1) LEMMA. For 1%‘~ IV, AEX(T), chZ,.(E,+(p--l)~t’.Oj=chZ,(1). 
Proof. As u(p) is the half sum of the positive roots relative to “‘B, 
the extremal weights of Z,,.(L + (p - 1)~. 0) are weights in the form 
n+(p-l)w.O+(p-l)(y(n(p))-n](p)) = J.+(p-l)y\v.O, for y E W 
Hence, the two modules share the same set of extremal weights, and the 
result follows.’ 
’ A more computational proof can be given, using Theorem (52)(b), Remark (5.3)(b), and 
Lemma (6.9 ). 
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(6.2) LEMMA. For 1 E X(T), and for all pairs w, y of Weyl group 
elements, 
Proof: Apply Frobenius reciprocity for induction to the extremal 
weight A + (p - 1) y .O in the G, T-module Z,(I + (p - 1)~ -O), which is a 
maximal weight relative to yB. 
(6.3) LEMMA. For IEX(T), IVE W, Z,,(~+(p-l)~‘.0)“~Z,~,,,(~+ 
(p - 1) wlvO . 0). 
ProoJ: Use Lemma (3.5) together with the equality “w,(p)= -w(p). 
For ;1 E X( T), MI E W, let the weight 1,” be determined by requiring 
that the socle of Z,“(n + (p- 1)tv .O) equal Lr(&,). To compute A,,,, 
express 1+ (p - l)~v.O in the form ,u +p9, where ,UE tv(X,(T)); then 
I,,= IV-‘(~) +pB. Another formula for 1,, is part of the next result, in 
which we use the notation of Section 5. 
(6.4) THEOREM. For each 1 < i < N, let cp; be any non-zero intertwine 
ZJl+ (p- 1)~~~.0)-+Z,,j-,(~+ (p- l)yj-, .O). Then Ll(l) is a factor of 
the image of rp,:, and 
~y;=G,.* “‘Smz_,,*Sai,* -A 
ProoJ: We apply the results of Section 4, with 0: = cli, B= B(i- l), and 
P = P(i), to the weight 1+ (p - 1) yip I . 0. The half sum of the positive 
roots relative to that B is yj-r(p). Thus, as in (4.5), there is an exact 
sequence of P, T-modules 
where + denotes the dot action relative to v,-r(p) as half sum of positive 
roots. Since 
<a”,~+(P-ll)yi-l.o+I’i-l(P)) 
= (SE,* .I)+(p-l)J’j-1.O. 
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Also, since yi.0 = s,,Y~-i(p)--p = )!i--l~B,(p)-p = ~‘~-i(p--/.I~)---p = 
?‘i-l(p)-p-~i-I(pi)=(~i-I.O)-~i, we have the equalities 
Hence, the above exact sequence takes the form 
Since ‘uB = B(i), inducing from P, T to G, T yields the exact sequence of 
G1 T-modules 
In case resEo,p--ll(Clv,IZ+p)#O, s,,..A<.& so L,(A) is not a 
composition factor of irntii z Z,,_,(A i- (~-l)y~-,.O)/ker$~ = 
Z,,-,(A+(p- l)y,-,.O)/im cpi = Z,.,+,(A + (p- l)yiPl .Oj/ker ‘p’ 3 
im q,+, hence L,(A) is a composition factor of ker cp’ =im cp;. More- 
over, Li(A,J = SocZ,;(1+ (p- l)yi.O) = Sot im q: zz Sot im $i = 
sot q-,&,* ‘nj + (P-l)Yi-l’ol = Ll((s,,*.A)y-,). 
In case resmp- i, (fxy, J. +p) =O, (pi is an isomorphism, so L,(I) 
is certainly a composition factor of its image. Moreover, L,(&) = 
Sot Z,,,(L+(p-l)y,.O) E Sot Z,~_,(i+(p-l)yi-l.O)=L,(~“,_,) and 
s 1,,* .,a = il. 
Hence, in either case, &(A) is a composition factor of im (o;, and 
&, = isa,,* .Q”,-, . By induction on i, we conclude that 2, = s,),, . 
s zi-l,*~az,* . ;1. This completes the proof. 
(6.5) Remark. Believing, as suggested in [15] (see also [13, 14]), that 
a structural correspondence ought to exist between the set of G-modules 
(fP(W)(tv . /I)} M,E w and the set of G, T-modules (Z,.(A + (p - 1)~ .a)},, F+,9 
for generic weights A, and comparing Theorem (6.4) with [lo, Theorem 
3.6.21, we conclude from the equality J, .A = A,,,-1 that, if such a corre- 
spondence is valid, then for u’ E W, H”““(NJ . A) should correspond to 
z,,.-*(A+(p- l)u-l .O). 
We give two easy corollaries to the theorem. 
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(6.6) COROLLARY. Set cp = q; 0 ..* OCP~N-~ 0 ;. Up to scalar, q is the 
unique non-zero intertwine from 2,&A + (p - l)w, .O) = Z,(A)” to Z,(A), 
and its image is Ll(A). 
Proof. By Theorem (6.4), Ll(J.) is a composition factor of im 40, so 
cp # 0. Since Ll(l.) is the socle of Z,(A), the head of Z,JA + (p - 1) w0 .O) 
= ZI(IZ)t’, and a multiplicity one factor of both, the result follows. 
(6.7) COROLLARY. For A, p E X( T), suppose that L,(,u) is a composition 
factor of Z,(A). Then either p = 1, or there exists a sequence y1,y2, . . . . ym of 
positive roots, such that 
(i) ,u=sy,,* .s~,-~ *. ... .syt ..A, and 
(ii) sr,,;(sYj -,,*. .:. .s,,,,.i.j<s,~,,*. ... .sy,,*.A, for all j= 1, . . . . 172. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem (6.4), we have for each 1 d iQ N the 
exact sequence 
~Zy,_,(~+(P-l)Yi--.O) AzJA+(p-l)yi.o) 
~z~,;~,~n+~p-ll)yi~,~0)~z,,~,((S,~,*-~)+(p-l)~~j~~~0). 
Since L,(,u) is a factor of Z,(A), and chZ,.i-,(;l+(p-l),‘i-l~O)= 
ch Z,(A), it is a factor of Z,,+,(A + (p- l)~j;-i .O), thus it is a factor of 
im tii or of im cp,:. We conclude that either there exists an 16 i6 N, with 
L,(p) a factor of im I++~, or for all 1 Q i< N, L,(p) is a factor of im q,i. In 
the first case, im Icli#O, so s,~,* .A< II. In the second, L,(p) is a factor of 
im cp, so by Corollary (6.6) ,u must equal A. So either there exists an 
l<i$N, with L,(p) a factor of Z,,_,((~,~,,.~)+(p-l))~~-~.0) (and 
consequently a factor of Z~(S,~,* . A)), with also s,~,, .A < 1, or ,U = A. 
If the first case holds, set yi = cli, and repeat the above argument with 
S y,,* . A in place of 1. The result is that either there exists a positive root y2 
with L,(,u) a factor of ZI(syl,* . s?,,* . A) and sYz,* . sy,,, .A < sY,,. . I, or 
p=s yL,*. A. If the first case holds, the argument may be continued. 
However, it is not possible for the first case to hold indefinitely, as it is 
impossible to find a strictly decreasing sequence of weights in X(T), all of 
which are greater than p. The result follows. 
(6.8) Remarks. (1) In particular, this gives a new proof of the Strong 
Linkage Principle (see [l, 171) for G, T. In fact, our result is somewhat 
stronger. For example, for the group of type A i, the weight p - 1 is 
strongly linked to the weight 3p - 1; however, our result rules out 
L,(p - 1)‘s being a composition factor of Z,(3p- 1). 
(2) In general, we conclude from Corollary (6.7) that Z,((p - 1)~) is 
irreducible. 
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It is easy to obtain a formula for the character of the image of cpi from 
the results of Section 5. (Such a formula also foliows from Jantzen [16].) 
First we need the following. 
(6.9) LEMMA. For 0 < i < N, 
A(P) . ..A(P’ e(p~‘)“(p)~~ip’.~~~(~‘e(P-l)p 
--t(i --ill ‘11 I, 
Proof. We proceed by induction on i. Assuming the equality for 
i- 1, and making use of the identity v,(p) = s,l~‘i-I(~) = yip i(p) - 
(a:, ~~-~(p))or~=~‘~_,(p)-~~, we see that the equality for i will follow 
from 
A(P) e-(P--i)~,.-A(PI 
-a, a, . 
But that is evident from the equality 
(l+e”‘+$“‘+ . . . +e(P-1)U,),~(P--I)a,=1+,-“‘+e-2a’+ ... +e-(Pvl)xI~ 
(6.10) PROPOSITION. For 0 < i < N, 
ch(imcp,)=A’_P~,...A(P~i~,A~~l...A~~)~~i(e~f(P~1)“‘~~.o) 
=A($... A~!,AO”A~~,...A~,‘e”, ri=rescl,PI(,v, n+p) 
ProoJ In the proof of Theorem (6.4) it was shown that 
im cp,: = (im cp;) Iz$,T. Applying Theorem (5.5)(b) and Eq. (4.6): we 
establish the first equality. To show the second, it is sufficient to show that 
A’“’ . ..A(P’ -n, -or,-,4,(e i+(P--L)yi-l-O)=A(F’...A(P) A”t’e”. n, at-1 EL 
As already pointed out in the proof of Theorem (6.4), we have the equality 
Since (cxv, yip i(p)) = 1, 
Hence, A i,( e d+(P-l).V,-l~o~ -A(r’)e~“P-l)~,-~.O )- 3Li , and so it suffices to show 
The last equality is equivalent to the equality of Lemma (6.9). 
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Recall Kostant’s partition function P, which, for 8 E X(T), defines P(8) 
to be the number of ways that 6 can be expressed in the form C ajaj, where 
aj is a non-negative integer, for each 1 <j< N, and its restricted variant 
(see [16]) P,, which, for OEX(T), defines PI(e) to be the number of ways 
that 8 can be expressed in the form C ajuj, where aj is a non-negative 
integer less than p, for each 1~ j < N. We introduce a variant of P,, 
denoted P,,2, depending on a given weight il and positive root a, which, for 
19 EX( T), defines P,,(B) to be the number of ways that 8 can be expressed 
in the form x ajccj, where aj is a non-negative integer less than p, for each 
1 <j< N, and where ai is also less than resc,,P,(,;, ;i+p), when c(=cli. 
We have the following, part (a) of which is the analogue of Kostant’s 
formula for G, T, and which was already pointed out in [ 161. 
(6.11) COROLLARY. Let A E X(T). Then 
(4 chZ,(~)=C,.,(,,p,(jl-~)e”. 
(b) For IdidN, chim(~i)=CpEX(T)P,,,,(l-~)e’. 
ProoJ (a) By Theorem (5.2)(b), 
= fl (l+e-“j+ep2*i+ _.. e-(P-l)? 
I<j<N 
P,(A -pL)@. 
PEWU 
(b) The calculation is similar. By Proposition (6.10), for 1 < i < N, 
x(1 +e-“i+ . . . +ep(r~-‘)x~)eA 
= c p,i,,(~ -PL)@). PENT) 
7. A BOUND ON THE CHARACTER OF AN IRREDUCIBLE G-MODULE 
In this section we study ch L(A) for a restricted weight 1 (this is no 
restriction, as Steinberg’s Tensor Product Theorem tells us how to compute 
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ch L(L) for all dominant weights A, once we know how to compute ch L(2.j 
for all 2 E X,(T).) We want to derive an upper bound on ch L(A). To that 
end, we partially order Z[X( T)] by declaring that, for integers (u&,~~ X(T)S 
&&EX(T)7 C apep <C b,&’ if and only if a, <b, for all PE X(T). We 
shall use the notation Inf{C aper, x b,e“} (the infimzlm) for the element 
C (min(a;, 6,)) ep of %[X(r)]; this operation extends in the obvious way 
to apply to more than two elements of Z[X(r)]. 
We define a mapping Inv: .Z[X(T)] -+ Z[X(T)] w by 
= c (Min u,,,(Io)eV. 
M’E U’ 
For a formal character x E Z[X( T)], we call Inv(x) the intluriant part of x; 
it is the largest element of Z[X( r)] ” which is less than or equal to x. 
(7.1) THEOREM, For any restricted lveight A, bve have the inequulit? 
chL(il)<Inv(Inf(chim(cp;), . . ..chim(cp.-,),chim(cp,;))). 
Proof By Corollary (6.6), L(A)=im 9, where cp = cp10 ...o q,;-r lip,;. 
Hence, for any weight p, the dimension of the weight space L(.A)p = 
dim,(im q)” can be no greater than dim,(im cp,), for 1 < i< N, Thus 
chL(A)<Inf{chim(~p,)), . . ..chim(cp.-,)), chim(q,;))-. 
However, ch L(A) E E[X( T)] ““, and so cannot exceed the invariant part of 
that infimum. 
It is easily verified that, for elements x1, x2 E Z[X( T)], Inv(Inf{X,) x2 1) 
= Inf{Inv(X,), Inv(X,)). Of course, the value of the inequality derives from 
the character formula of Proposition (6.10), which makes the right hand 
side of the inequality effectively computable. Including that result, the 
inequality may be restated in the form (where ri = resLl,pl (aj”, A + p>) 
ch L(A) < Inf {Inv(dE’ . . . d~!,d~‘d~~!-..d~~)eij>. (7.2) 
l<i<N 
Putting in the result of Corollary (6.1 I), we conclude that 
and hence that 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
where the two minima may be taken in either order. 
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(7.5) Remark. In case 2 = (p - 1 )p, ri = p, for each 1 < i < N. From 
Eq. (7.2) and Corollary (6.1 l)(a) it then follows that we have equality 
between the two sides of the inequalities, for that weight. Equality does not 
hold for all restricted weights, however. For example, for the group of type 
B,, for p = 7, let {a,, CQ} be the set S of simple roots, with CI~ short, and 
let {Jr, AZ} be the corresponding fundamental weights (i.e., (LX:, Aj) = 6,); 
then all weights ch L(,I, + 2A2) have multiplicity one, while the formula on 
the right hand side of the inequality gives four weights of multiplicity two. 
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